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Ž . Ž .In this paper, we prove the following result: Let f z and g z be two noncon-
Ž . Ž . nŽ . Ž .stant meromorphic entire functions, n 11 n 6 a positive integer. If f z f  z
nŽ . Ž . Ž . c z 2 Ž .and g z g  z have the same fixed-points, then either f z  c e , g z 1
c z 2 Ž .n1 2c e , where c , c , and c are three constants satisfying 4 c c c 1, or2 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . n1 Ž .f z  tg z for a constant t such that t  1.  2002 Elsevier Science USA
Key Words: meromorphic function; uniqueness; differential polynomial; fixed-
point.
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Let f z be a nonconstant meromorphic function in the whole complex
plane. We use the following standard notations of value distribution
theory,
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Ž    . Ž .see Hayman 7 , Yang 13 . We denote by S r, f any function satisfying
S r , f  o T r , f , 4Ž . Ž .
as r, possibly outside of a set with finite measure.
Ž Ž ..Let a be a finite complex number. We denote by N r, 1 f a the2.
Ž .counting function for zeros of f z  a with multiplicity at most 2, and by
Ž Ž ..N r, 1 f a the corresponding one for which multiplicity is not2.
Ž Ž ..counted. Let N r, 1 f a be the counting function for zeros ofŽ2
Ž . Ž Ž ..f z  a with multiplicity at least 2 and N r, 1 f a the correspond-Ž2
Ž Ž ..ing one for which multiplicity is not counted. Set N r, 1 f a 2
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..N r, 1 f a N r, 1 f a .Ž2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let g z be a meromorphic function. If f z  1 and g z  1 assume
Ž . Ž .the same zeros with the same multiplicities, then we say that f z and g z
Ž . Ž .share 1 CM; if f z  z and g z  z assume the same zeros with the
Ž . Ž .same multiplicities, then we say that f z and g z share z CM, and we
Ž . Ž .also say that f z and g z have the same fixed-points.
 The following result was proved in 13, 8, 9, 15 .
Ž .THEOREM A. Let f z be a transcendental meromorphic function, n 1
a positie integer. Then f n f  1 has infinitely many solutions.
   Fang and Hua 4 and Yang and Hua 12 obtained a unicity theorem
corresponding to Theorem A.
  Ž . Ž .THEOREM B 12 . Let f z and g z be two nonconstant meromorphic
nŽ . Ž . nŽ . Ž .functions, n 11 a positie integer. If f z f  z and g z g  z share 1
Ž . c z Ž . c zCM, then either f z  c e , g z  c e , where c , c , and c are three1 2 1 2
Ž .n1 2 Ž . Ž .constants satisfying c c c 1, or f z  tg z for a constant t such1 2
that t n1  1.
 Recently, Fang 5 proved the following result.
Ž .THEOREM C. Let f z be a transcendental meromorphic function, n 1
a positie integer. Then f n f  z has infinitely many solutions.
Naturally, we ask whether there is a corresponding unicity theorem to
Theorem C. In this paper, we give an affirmative answer to the question.
We have proved.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. Let f z and g z be two nonconstant meromorphic entire
Ž . nŽ . Ž . nŽ . Ž .functions, n 11 n 6 a positie integer. If f z f  z and g z g  z
Ž . c z 2 Ž . c z 2share z CM, then either f z  c e , g z  c e , where c , c , and c1 2 1 2
Ž .n1 2 Ž . Ž .are three constants satisfying 4 c c c 1, or f z  tg z for a1 2
constant t such that t n1  1.
In order to prove Theorem 1, we first prove the following results.
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Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 1. Let f z and g z be two nonconstant meromorphic
nŽ . Ž . nŽ . Ž . 2 Ž .functions, n 4 a positie integer. If f z f  z g z g  z  z , then f z
c z 2 Ž . c z 2 c e , g z  c e , where c , c , and c are three constants satisfying1 2 1 2
Ž .n1 24 c c c 1.1 2
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2. Let f z and g z be two nonconstant entire functions,
nŽ . Ž . nŽ . Ž . 2 Ž . c z 2n 2 a positie integer. If f z f  z g z g  z  z , then f z  c e ,1
Ž . c z 2g z  c e , where c , c , and c are three constants satisfying2 1 2
Ž .n1 24 c c c 1.1 2
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 3. Let f z and g z be two nonconstant entire functions. If
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 Ž . c z 2 Ž . c z 2f z f  z g z g  z  z , then either f z  c e , g z  c e , where1 2
Ž .2 Ž .c , c , and c are three constants satisfying 4 c c c 1 or f z  az,1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .2g z  bz, where a and b are two constants satisfying ab  1.
 Remark 1. Yang and Hua 12 proved
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 4. Let f z and g z be two nonconstant meromorphic
nŽ . Ž . nŽ . Ž . Ž .functions, n 6 a positie integer. If f z f  z g z g  z  1, then f z
c z Ž . c z c e , g z  c e , where c , c , and c are three constants satisfying1 2 1 2
Ž .n1 2c c c 1.1 2
From the proof of Proposition 1 we know that Proposition 4 remains
valid for n 4, 5.
2. SOME LEMMAS
For the proof of our results we need the following lemmas.
  Ž .LEMMA 1 11 . Let f z be a meromorphic function. Then
T r , a f n  a f n1  a f a  nT r , f  S r , f .Ž . Ž .Ž .n n1 1 0
Ž .Here a  0 , a , . . . , a , are constants.n n1 0
  Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2 10, 12, 14 . Let f z and g z be two meromorphic functions.
If f and g share 1 CM, then one of the following cases must occur:
1 1Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4i T r, f  T r, g 	 2 N r, N r, N r, f N r, g2 2 2 2f g
Ž . Ž .S r, f  S r, g ;
Ž .ii either f g or fg 1.
LEMMA 3. Let n 4 be a positie integer, c a constant, and let
e Ž z . e  Ž z .
f z  , g z  , 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
p z q zŽ . Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .where  z and  z are two nonconstant polynomials such that  z 
Ž . Ž . Ž . z  c and p z and q z are coprime polynomials satisfying deg p
deg q	 4. If any zeros of p and q are simple zeros, and
f n z f  z g n z g  z  z 2 , 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .then both p z and q z are constants.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Obviously, by 2.1 and 2.2 we deduce that p z is a constant if
Ž .and only if q z is a constant.
Ž . Ž .Without loss of generality we can assume that c 0. Then by 2.1  2.2
Ž . Ž .and  z   z  c we get
 p p  q q
2z . 2.3Ž .n2 n2p q
Now we first prove that deg p deg q.
Suppose on the contrary that deg p deg q; without loss of generality
we assume that m deg p deg q l. Then by deg p deg q	 4 we
Ž . Ž .get l 2. By 2.1  2.3 we have
deg  q q  n 1 m 1.Ž . Ž .
Hence we get
deg  p p  q qŽ . Ž .
 n 1 m 1m l  n 1 m 1Ž . Ž .
 2n 3 m 2 l.Ž .
Thus we have
n2 n2deg  p p  q q  deg p qŽ . Ž . Ž .
 2n 3 m 2 l  n 2 m lŽ . Ž . Ž .
 n 1 m n 3 l 2Ž . Ž .
 n 1 l 1  n 3 l 2 n 3 2 l 2,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .which contradicts 2.3 .
Hence we proved that deg p deg q.
Next we prove that deg p deg q 2 cannot occur. Without loss of
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Žgenerality we assume that p z  a z a z a , q z  b z b z1 2 1
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. Ž . Ž . b , where a , a , b , b are four distinct constants. Then by 2.2  2.32 1 2 1 2
we get
  z p z  p z  k zqn2 z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
2.4Ž .
  z q z  q z  k zpn2 z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2
Ž .where k and k are two nonzero constants. Thus by 2.4 we have1 2
n3 n3p z q z  p z q z  z k p z  k q z . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1
n3Ž . n3Ž .Hence k p z  k q z is a polynomial of degree 2. Thus we get2 1
Ž .3n3 n3k p z  k q z  0,Ž . Ž .2 1
that is,
k A z pn z  k B z q n z , 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 3 1 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .where A z , B z are two polynomials of degree 3. Hence by 2.6 and3 3
Ž . Ž .n 4, we get a contradiction: p z and q z have common zeros.
Similarly, we can prove that deg p deg q 1 cannot occur.
Ž . Ž .Thus we proved that both p z and q z are constants. The lemma is
proved.
3. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
n n 2 Ž . Ž .By f f g g  z we know that either f z and g z are two transcen-
Ž . Ž .dental meromorphic functions or f z and g z are two rational functions.
In the following we consider two cases.
Ž . Ž .Case 1. f z and g z are two transcendental meromorphic functions.
Next we give the proof step by step.
Step 1. We prove that
f z  0, g z  0. 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .In fact, suppose that f z has a zero z with multiplicity m. Then z is a0 0
Ž . Ž .pole of g z say with multiplicity p by
f n z f  z g n z g  z  z 2 . 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Ž .Thus either nmm 1 np p 1, that is, m p n 1  2, or
Ž .Ž .nmm 1 np p 1 2, that is, m p n 1  4, which con-




h z  . 3.3Ž . Ž .
f z g zŽ . Ž .
Ž .Then h z is an entire function.
Ž .Step 2. We prove that h z is a polynomial of degree at most 4. By
Ž . Ž .3.2  3.3 we get
2 2g  1 h 1 h
2 n1   z h . 3.4Ž .ž /ž /g 2 h 4 h
Let
g  1 h
  .
g 2 h
Ž .Then 3.4 becomes
21 h
2 2 n1   z h . 3.5Ž .ž /4 h
Ž .If  0, then from 3.5 we get
21 h
n1h  . 3.6Ž .2 ž /h4 z
Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽConsidering h is entire, we obtain from 3.6 that n 1 T r, h  n
. Ž . Ž Ž 2 .. Ž . Ž .1 m r, h m r, 1 4 z  2m r, hh 	 S r, h . Hence h is a con-
Ž .stant. Now we assume that  0. Differentiating 3.5 yields
1 h h
n1 2 n2   2 zh  n 1 z h hŽ .Ž .ž /2 h h
1 h h
n 2  h 2 zh n 1 z h . 3.7Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /2 h h
Ž . Ž .From 3.5 and 3.7 it follows that
h   1 h h h  
n1 2 2h 2 z n 1 z  2 z   . 3.8Ž . Ž .ž / ž /ž /h  2 h h h 
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Ž . 2 2 Ž .If 2 z n 1 z hh 2 z   0, then by 3.8 we deduce that
Ž . Ž . Ž .either hh 0 or hh  h   h  0. If hh 0, then h is
Ž . Ž . Ž .constant. If hh  h   h  0, then we have
h 
 , 3.9Ž .
h b
where b is a constant.
Ž . Ž .Thus we deduce from 3.5 and 3.9 that
21 h
2 n1 2z h   b . 3.10Ž .ž / ž /4 h
Ž .Hence by 3.10 , Lemma 1, and h is an entire function we get that
1 h
n 1 T r , h 	m r ,  2m r , O 1 	 S r , h .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 ž /ž / h4 z
Thus we obtain that h is also a constant.
Ž . 2 2Next we assume that 2 z n 1 z hh 2 z   0. Then by
Ž . Ž .3.8 , 3.5 , the first fundamental theorem, and the fact that h is entire we
obtain
n 1 T r , hŽ . Ž .
 n 1 m r , hŽ . Ž .
h  
n1 2 2	m r , h 2 z n 1 z  2 zŽ .ž /ž /h 
1
m r , O 1Ž .2 2ž /2 z n 1 z hh  2 z  Ž . Ž . Ž .
1 h h h   1	m r ,  m r ,ž / ž /ž /ž /2 h h h  z
1
m r , O 1Ž .ž /2 n 1 z hh  2 z  Ž . Ž . Ž .
1 h h h  	m r , ž /ž /ž /2 h h h 
h  
 T r , 2 n 1 z  2 z O 1Ž . Ž .ž /h 
1 1
	N r , N r ,  log r S r , h  S r ,  . 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /h 
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Ž .By Lemma 1 we get from 3.5 that
2T r , Ž .
21 h
2 2 n1 T r ,   S r ,   T r ,  z h  S r , Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /ž /4 h
2 21 h 1 h
2 n1 2 n1m r ,  z h N r ,  z h  S r , Ž .ž / ž /ž / ž /4 h 4 h
2h
	 n 1 m r , h N r ,  2 log r S r , h  S r , Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /ž /h
1
 n 1 m r , h  2 N r ,  2 log r S r , h  S r ,  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /h
3.12Ž .
By the first fundamental theorem we have
1 1
N r , 	N r , 	 T r , h O 1 . 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /h h
Ž . Ž .Thus by 3.11  3.13 we obtain
4
T r , h 	 log r S r , h . 3.14Ž . Ž . Ž .
n 3
Ž .Hence by 3.14 and n 4 we get that h is a polynomial of degree at
most 4.
Step 3. We prove our conclusion. By Step 2 we know that h is a
Ž .polynomial of degree at most 4. Then by 3.2 we have
f  g 
2 n1 z h . 3.15Ž .
f g
On the other hand, by differentiating fg 1h we get that
f  g  h
  . 3.16Ž .
f g h
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Ž . Ž .Thus by 3.15 and 3.16 we get that
f  z p z g  z q zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 ,  ,
f z p z g z q zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where both p z , p z and q z , q z are two coprime polynomials.1 2 1 2
Obviously, any zeros of p and q are simple zeros.1 1
Thus we obtain
e Ž z . e  Ž z .
f z  , g z  , 3.17Ž . Ž . Ž .
p z q zŽ . Ž .3 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where  z ,  z are two nonconstant polynomials such that  z   z
Ž . Ž .is a constant, and p z , q z are coprime polynomials, and deg p 3 3 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .deg q  deg h	 4. Moreover, both p z , p z and q z , q z have the3 1 3 1 3
Ž .same zeros ignoring the multiplicity .
Hence by Lemma 3 we get
f z  e pŽ z . , g z  eqŽ z . . 3.18Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .where p z and q z are two nonconstant polynomials
Ž . Ž .Thus by 3.2 , 3.18 we get that
f z  c ec z 2 , g z  c ec z 2 ,Ž . Ž .1 2
Ž .n1 2where c , c , and c are three constants satisfying 4 c c c 1.1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . n nCase 2. f z and g z are two rational functions. Then by f f g g 
2 Ž . Ž . Ž .z we deduce by Step 1 that f z  0, g z  0. Hence f z 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1p z , g z  1q z , where p z and q z are two polynomials. Thus
Ž . Ž . 2 n2Ž . n2Ž .we get p z q z  z p z q z , which is a contradiction. Thus the
proof of Proposition 1 is complete.
Ž . ŽŽ . . Ž . Ž .Remark 2. By using T r,  	 n  1 2 T r, h  S r, h and
Ž . Ž . Ž .N r, 1h  0 in place of 3.12 and 3.13 in the proof of Proposition 1, we
can similarly prove Propositions 24. We omit the details here.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
n n nŽ . Ž .By f f  and g g  share z CM we know that f z f  z z and
nŽ . Ž .g z g  z z share 1 CM.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .By the first fundamental theorem and m r, 1f 	m r, 1f   S r, f
we have
1 1
N r , 	N r , N r , f  S r , f .Ž . Ž .ž / ž /f  f
Hence we obtain
1 1 1
N r , 	 2 N r , N r ,  S r , fŽ .2 nž / ž / ž /f f z f f 
2 1 1
 nN r , N r ,ž / ž /ž /n f f 
2 1
 1 N r ,  S r , fŽ .ž / ž /n f 
2 1 2 n 1
	 N r ,  1 N r , N r , fŽ .n ž /ž / ž /ž /n f f  n n 1 f
2 1 1
 1 N r ,  S r , fŽ .ž / ž /n n 1 f 
2 1 2 1 1
	 N r ,  1 N r ,n nž /ž / ž /n f f  n n 1 f f 
2 n
 1 N r , f  S r , fŽ . Ž .ž /n n 1
3 1 n 2
 N r ,  N r , f  S r , f . 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž .nž /n 1 f f  n 1
Thus we have
1 f n f 
N r , N r ,2 2n ž /ž /f f z z
3 1 n 2
	 N r ,  N r , f  2 N r , f  log r S r , fŽ . Ž . Ž .nž /n 1 f f  n 1
3 1 3n
 N r ,  N r , f  log r S r , fŽ . Ž .nž /n 1 f f  n 1
3 1 3n f n f 
	 N r ,  N r ,n ž /ž /n 1 f f z n 1 n 2 zŽ . Ž .
 log r S r , f . 4.2Ž . Ž .
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By Lemma 1 and the first fundamental theorem we obtain
nT r , f  T r , f n  S r , fŽ . Ž . Ž .
f n f  1
	 T r ,  T r ,  log r S r , fŽ .ž / ž /z f 
f n f 
	 T r ,  2T r , f  log r S r , f .Ž . Ž .ž /z
Thus we have
f n f 
n 2 T r , f 	 T r ,  log r S r , f . 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /z
Ž . Ž .Hence by 4.2 and 4.3 we have
1 f n f 
N r , N r ,2 2n ž /ž /f f z z
6 f n f 
n	 T r ,  log r S r , f f  . 4.4Ž . Ž .ž /n 2 z
Similarly, we have
1 g ng 
N r , N r ,2 2n ž /ž /g g z z
6 g ng 
n	 T r ,  log r S r , g g  . 4.5Ž . Ž .ž /n 2 z
Suppose that
f n f  g ng  1 f n f 
T r ,  T r , 	 2 N r , N r ,2 2n½ž / ž / ž /ž /z z f f z z
1 g ng 
N r , N r ,2 2n 5ž /ž /g g z z
 S r , f n f   S r , g ng  . 4.6Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Ž . Ž .Then by 4.4  4.6 and n 11 we get that
f n f  g ng 
n nT r ,  T r , 	 4 n 2 log r S r , f f   S r , g g  .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /z z
4.7Ž .
nŽ . Ž . nŽ . Ž .By f z f  z and g z g  z share z CM, and Theorem C we know that
either both f and g are transcendental meromorphic functions or both f
and g are rational functions. In the following, we consider two cases.
Case 1. Both f and g are transcendental meromorphic functions. Then
Ž .by 4.7 we get a contradiction.
Ž .Case 2. Both f and g are rational functions. Then S r, f 
Ž . Ž . Ž .O 1 , S r, g O 1 . Let
p z q zŽ . Ž .2 2
f z  , g z  ,Ž . Ž .
p z q zŽ . Ž .1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where both p z , p z and q z , q z are coprime polynomials.1 2 1 2
 4 nŽ . Ž . nŽ . Ž .If max deg p , deg p  3, then by f z f  z and g z g  z share z1 2
 4CM we know that max deg q , deg q  2. Thus by simple computing we1 2
get
f n f  g ng 
T r ,  T r ,  5n log rO 1 . 4.8Ž . Ž .ž / ž /z z
Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence by 4.7 , 4.8 , and n 11 we deduce a contradiction: log rO 1 .
 4If max deg q , deg q  3, then we can similarly get a contradiction.1 2
 4Next we consider the case that max deg p , deg p 	 2 and1 2
 4max deg q , deg q 	 2. By simple computing and considering n 11, we1 2
have
f n f  z f n f 
2 N r , N r , 	 T r ,  log rO 1 . 4.9Ž . Ž .2 2 n½ 5ž /ž / ž /z f f  z
Ž .Now we prove 4.9 . Without loss of generality, we only prove the case
z b z bŽ . Ž .1 2
f z  a , 4.10Ž . Ž .
z a z aŽ . Ž .1 2
where a , a , b , b are four distinct nonzero constants.1 2 1 2
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Ž .By 4.10 , we get
nn 2f z f  z z b z b c z  c z cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1 0n1 a , 4.11Ž .n2z z z a z aŽ . Ž .1 2
where c , c , c are constants.0 1 2
Hence we have
f n f 
T r ,  2n 4 log rO 1  25 log rO 1 , 4.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /z
f n f 
N r , 	 5 log rO 1 , 4.13Ž . Ž .2 ž /z
z
N r , 	 6 log rO 1 . 4.14Ž . Ž .2 nž /f f 
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus by 4.12  4.14 we proved 4.9 .
Similarly we have
g ng  z g ng 
2 N r , N r , 	 T r ,  log rO 1 . 4.15Ž . Ž .2 2 n½ 5ž /ž / ž /z g g  z
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence by 4.6 , 4.9 , and 4.15 we deduce a contradiction: log rO 1 .
nŽ . Ž . nŽ . Ž . 2Therefore by Lemma 2 we get that either f z f  z g z g  z  z or
nŽ . Ž . nŽ . Ž . nŽ . Ž . nŽ . Ž . 2f z f  z  g z g  z . If f z f  z g z g  z  z , then by Proposi-
Ž . c z 2 Ž . c z 2tion 1 we obtain that f z  c e , g z  c e , where c , c , and c1 2 1 2
Ž .n1 2are three constants satisfying 4 c c c 1; if f and g are rational1 2
functions, then we obtain c 0. This implies that f and g are constants,
nŽ . Ž .which is impossible. Thus this situation cannot occur. If f z f  z 
nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .g z g  z , then we get that f z  tg z , where t is a constant satisfying
t n1  1. This completes the proof of Case 2, and thereby completes the
proof of the theorem when f and g are meromorphic.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .When f z and g z are entire functions, then by 4.2 and 4.3 we have
1 f n f 
N r , N r ,2 2n ž /ž /f f z z
3 f n f 
n	 T r ,  log r S r , f f  . 4.16Ž . Ž .ž /n 1 z
Ž . Ž .Thus from the above proof we know that when f z and g z are entire
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